Superintendent Reports:
- Barn Security –
- Beef –
- Dairy – Marilyn reported that dairy went well and time worked since it wasn’t too hot out this year. If it does heat up will just need to move fans around. Marilyn will not be returning as the dairy sup. Daisy Leslie would like to now be the dairy sup.
- Dog – Bill reported that set up and tear down went very smooth and big thanks to everyone. Exploring possibilities for different panels and fundraising ideas. Sean mentioned they will consider getting the same panels that all the other animals have. Bill would like to keep the arena and setup in the same place. Bill and Laurie would like to continue as sups.
- Goat –
- Herdsmanship – Lisa reported that overall went good, but less kids came and picked up prizes. The CC Stock club will not be doing the adult round robin going forward it was fun, but no one signed up. Lisa and Katie would like to continue as sups.
- Horse – Dawn reported fair went well. Set up went great and tear down went fast with Dave’s skid steer and two parents helping. Dawn is not be returning as the horse sup. Ranch horse completion went well and everyone that went placed. Peggy Bartmess would like to continue to be the main sup and Jennifer Scoles might co lead.
- Livestock Judging-
- Poultry – Lexie reported the set up for poultry is time consuming and needs to be made more streamlined. There was good participation. Look at racks. Look at larger pen sizes for the sale for meat birds. Lexie would like to continue as sup.
- Quality Assurance –
- Rabbit – Venessa reported that the lot judging could be completed when the steers are being shown instead of table judging because kids don’t need to be present for this. Will consider changing a few times for the shows. Kara brought up not enough room for the rabbit show look into for next year. Venessa would like to continue as a sup.
- Round Robin – Michelle reported there were a few issues. No questions were asked, but poultry and birds require questions so they did ask general questions this year. Went well except the rabbit show was still going so will look at time changes to rabbit show and or round robin. Liked the new day and kids weren’t as stressed out but might look at starting at 4 pm instead of 3 pm next year. Michelle would like to continue as a sup.
- Sale – Katie reported that the lunches did not go over to well. Need to move the buyer’s dinner back to Tuesday or discuss other options. Andrea commented that only 16 buyers attended and kids are still not connecting with their buyers. Look at starting the sale at 9 and contact bigger buyers and collect their ideas on when the best time to have the buyer’s dinner or appreciation function. The Sullivan’s had a lot of fun helping with the sale. Sean added that Steve donated all the lunches and no payment was made.
- Sheep – Jeff reported that they had a place to store tack and everyone kept it organized. Everything went well. Jeff would like to continue as a sup.
- Swine – Dave reported that fair went well. Lots of kid and parent involvement. There was a lack of communication when the resale pigs were leaving the barn. He knows of one family leaving due to this. Dave bought Marks a gift card on his own for the sawdust and keeping the fair supplied. The design of the barn was good. People liked the sawdust for the pigs, but not so much for the steers.
Lisa suggested that the committee look at purchasing wood for the pens. Katie suggested every single pig receive a double pen. Dave will not be returning as the swine sup.

- Extension Report –
- Other Reports:
  - Kara reported that it went smooth and let her know what you think and feel. Lucky to work with all and wants it to be youth oriented. She will work on a supers workshop for the upcoming year. Sean asked Kara to put together a survey to all the community.
  - Andrea reported that they didn’t have a good fair due to a bad experience at the beginning of fair. Sups need to work together and treat others with respect. It starts with the adults working together and getting along. Dawn reported that you can be a sup without knowledge as long as you are good with parents/kids. Daisy reported that most people don’t say much because when reported most things are not addressed, but pushed to the side. Sean encouraged people to make them aware of issues that arise. Andrea would also like to see agenda ahead of time along with who put things on the agenda and why they requested it be added.
  - Janell reported from the youth perspective that fair was a terrible time and kids kept coming up and asking how she stayed positive and she said she likes helping the younger kids. Is unsure if she will continue to do livestock projects.
  - Daisy reported she feels that kids are not welcomed in the barns and would like to see a game night at fair so other kids can get to know each other.
  - A club leader reported issues with green bands at entering the gates. Leaders commented and all club leaders need to check club packets and report back directly to the office if needing additional passes. Dawn reported that dog and horse was excluded from passes and green bands. Kara will spell out who gets what next fair for passes/green bands.
  - Denise would like to review if kids can vote on supers at Oct. meeting

Changes brought up:

1. Change round robin time to 4 pm instead of 3 pm.
2. Look at time change for rabbit shows.
3. Look at more seating for poultry/rabbit shows.
4. No adult round robin fundraiser on Thursday night.
5. Move buyer’s dinner back to Tuesday.
6. Contact large buyers or opinions on buyer’s dinner/appreciation.
7. Revisit lunches at sale.
8. Look at sale starting earlier.
9. Wood for the pig pens.
10. Single pigs get a double pen.
11. Poultry set up ideas.
13. Review bi-laws and if kids can vote at Oct. meeting.
14. Agendas be sent out earlier.
15. Sups workshop/Survey.